Individual risk models need to capture possible correlations as failing to do so typically results in an underestimation of extreme quantiles of the aggregate loss. Such dependence modelling is particularly important for managing credit risk, for instance, where joint defaults are a major cause of concern. Often, the dependence between the individual loss occurrence indicators is driven by a small number of unobservable factors. Conditional loss probabilities are then expressed as monotone functions of linear combinations of these hidden factors. However, combining the factors in a linear way allows for some compensation between them. Such diversification effects are not always desirable and this is why the present work proposes a new model replacing linear combinations with maxima. These max-factor models give more insight into which of the factors is dominant.
Introduction and motivation
Individual risks are often exposed to the same environment and this induces some dependence that leads to bias in calculations of stop-loss premiums and other risk measures. There are many situations in practice where dependence affects occurrences of losses. Typical cases arise for policies covering natural disasters (hurricane, tornado, flood, etc.) . We refer the reader to the book of for an introduction to the modelling of dependence and to the review paper of Anastasiadis and Chukova (2012) for an overview of the various multivariate insurance models suggested in the literature.
In this paper, we model the occurrence of losses at the individual level. Recall that portfolios of risks are generally described by means of either a bottom-up approach or a topdown approach. In insurance, these two approaches are referred to as the individual and the collective models of risk theory. The bottom-up approach is also known as a name-per-name approach in the credit risk literature. It starts from a description of the individual risks from which the distribution of the aggregate loss is derived. The bottom-up approach has some clear advantages over the top-down approach, such as the possibility to easily account for heterogeneity.
In credit risk models, default indicators can in general not be considered as being mutually independent. Dependence between the defaults of different firms can be caused by direct links between them (e.g., one firm is the other's largest customer) or by more indirect links. In the latter category, we find industrial firms using the same resources, and thus exposed to the same price shocks, or selling on the same markets, and thus tributary of the same demand and subject to the same regulation.
A number of macroeconomic factors may influence many default indicators at once; examples include including business cycles, level of unemployment, or shifts in monetary policy. To account for these situations, vectors default indicators are often modelled via common mixture models. The idea is that there exists a limited number of systematic factors such that the default indicators are conditionally independent when the factors are controlled. Unconditionally, however, the default indicators are dependent because they are subject to the same unobservable macroeconomic factors. These factor models are among the few models that can replicate a realistic correlated default behavior while dramatically reducing the numerical complexity when computing the distribution of the aggregate portfolio loss.
In general, conditional default probabilities are functions of linear combinations of the hidden factors, with weights reflecting the relative sensitivity to the risk factor. This is the case for the majority of industry models, including the CreditRisk + and KMV models. We refer the reader to Bluhm et al. (2002) for a general introduction. The hidden factors are typically associated to different levels of the economy in a hierarchical way, accounting for global effects and sector-specific ones. Replacing linear combinations of hidden factors with maxima is attractive in some applications. The max-decomposition better accounts for shocks specific to a given category of risks, whereas linear combinations of factors tend to dilute the shock within the contributions of each factor to the sum.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the proposed max-factor specification to induce dependence between loss indicators. Section 3 is devoted to calibration techniques. First, we describe the general setup and introduce some parametric factor models. Second, we propose efficient numerical procedures to obtain the maximum likelihood estimates for max-factor models. In Section 4, new nonparametric estimators are proposed that can be used as benchmark to evaluate the goodness-of-fit of parametric risk models. A simulation study assessing the performances of the estimators is given in Appendix B, whereas formal proofs of the results proposed in Sections 3 and 4 can be found in Appendix A. In Section 5, we work out a detailed numerical illustration performed on a classical credit risk data set provided in Standard and Poor's (2001) . Finally, Section 6 briefly discusses the results obtained in this paper and concludes.
Max-factor risk model
Consider a portfolio of m risks split into k categories observed over a given reference period. Each category, r, contains m r individual risks, r = 1, . . . , k. The indicator Y r,i is equal to 1 if risk i from category r brings some financial loss and to 0 otherwise. The random variables Y r,i may be associated to a borrower's default in credit risk, to a policyholder's death in life insurance, or to the occurrence of a claim in general insurance, for instance. Henceforth, we refer to Y r,i as the loss (occurrence) indicator.
As individual contracts are subject to a common environment, loss indicators are impacted by a number of identical risk factors. The max-factor decomposition accounts for this positive correlation by means of a global risk factor Ψ 0 affecting all the m contracts and category-specific factors Ψ 1 , . . . , Ψ k whose influence is restricted to the contracts in the same class. The random variables Ψ 0 , Ψ 1 , . . . , Ψ k are assumed to be independent with common distribution function F Ψ . All the contracts in the same risk class r share the common random effect Ψ r but are also subject to a competing global effect Ψ 0 affecting the entire block of business. In homeowners insurance, this global effect may be related to storms or earthquakes. In life insurance, it typically accounts for the sudden increase in death probabilities due to the occurrence of pandemics.
Write Ψ = (Ψ 0 , Ψ 1 , . . . , Ψ k ). Whereas the majority of factor models are based on linear combinations of the hidden risk factors, here we specify a latent-shock or competing-risk mechanism. Specifically, the conditional loss probability P[Y r,i = 1 | Ψ] is expressed as an increasing function of the latent factor
where the class-specific parameters satisfy ν r , µ r ∈ R and σ r ≥ 0. Then, the effect in (2.1) is mapped to the unit interval with the help of the distribution function F Ψ , i.e.,
There is thus a competition between the class-specific effect, ν r + σ r Ψ r , and the global effect, µ r + σ r Ψ 0 . Only the larger of the two has an impact on the occurrences of losses. The parameters ν r and µ r represent the sensitivity of the conditional loss probability to the class-specific factor Ψ r and to the global risk factor Ψ 0 , respectively: the smaller µ r , the less sensitive the loss indicators in category r to Ψ 0 . Natural candidates for F Ψ are to be found among the max-stable distributions. Maxstability ensures that the distribution of the maximum in (2.1) stays in the same family. In this paper, we consider the Gumbel distribution, but a similar analysis can be carried out with any other max-stable family of distributions. Recall that the distribution function of the Gumbel (or Fisher-Tippett Extreme Value type 1) distribution is x → exp − exp(− x−m s ) for some m ∈ R and s > 0. We consider it here in standardized form (m = 0 and s = 1) so that
The choice of the Gumbel distribution explains why we have chosen the latent shock to be of the form (2.1): the maximum in (2.1) is again a Gumbel distributed random variable, due to the fact that the multiplicative coefficient σ r is equal for every element of Ψ. The smaller the constants ν r and µ r , the less sensitive the contract is to the corresponding factor. The model we propose is related to similar constructions suggested in the literature, but applied to different levels. For instance, in Denuit et al. (2002, Example 2.7) it is suggested, following Cossette et al. (2002) , to represent the loss indicator Y r,i in terms of independent Bernoulli random variables J 0 , J 1 , . . . , J k as
see also Valdez (2013) . In credit risk modelling, time-to-defaults are sometimes assumed to be subject to a competing-risk mechanism (Giesecke, 2003) . Default indicators are then of the form
where E 0 , E 1 , . . . , E k are independent, positive random variables. The factor E 0 impacting all obligors accounts for a systematic shock threatening the solvency of the entire portfolio. In the model we propose, the max-factor decomposition affects the conditional loss probability and not the loss indicators directly. Contrarily to the two models described above, where the occurrence of the common shock (J 0 in the first case, or {E 0 ≤ 1} in the second case) leads to the simultaneous occurrence of losses, the factors Ψ 0 , . . . , Ψ k only impact the conditional loss probabilities in (2.2). As long as this conditional probability stays below unity, there is still room for distinct individual default experiences. In this sense, the max-factor model appears to be more flexible.
The max-factor model can also be seen as a regime-switching construction, where the maximum drives the switch from standard to severe conditions. Think for instance of life insurance. The indicator Y r,i is now equal to 1 if individual i from risk class r dies during the year. Modern actuarial calculations recognize the uncertainty surrounding one-year death probabilities. The max-factor model can account for the occurrence of pandemics increasing the mortality of the population: Ψ 0 is related to the severity of the pandemics and the parameters µ r and σ r modulate its consequences for the different risk categories (typically, flu pandemics can have different consequences depending on age category). There is thus a switch in the mortality regime, from standard to high.
Compared to the classical linear specification, the maximum in (2.1) prohibits any compensation between the global factor, Ψ 0 , and the category-specific factors, Ψ 1 , . . . , Ψ k . Indeed, the linear combination µ r + τ r Ψ r + σ r Ψ 0 , where µ r ∈ R, τ r ≥ 0, σ r ≥ 0, allows for diversification between Ψ 0 and Ψ r : a large realization for Ψ 0 can be compensated by a small realization for Ψ r , leaving the corresponding linear combination unchanged. Assume for instance that the global economy is booming, so that Ψ 0 is small (default probabilities being increasing in the linear combination of risk factors). However, firms in some category r may experience severe problems because of new regulations, embargo, emerging new technologies, etc., so that Ψ r may be large. The linear combination somewhat compensates the difficulties specific to category r with the excellent global conditions. In contrast, the max-factor specification (2.1) focuses on the worst factor, which is Ψ r in our example, and recognizes the particular problems faced by the firms in category r. Depending on the kind of application, linear or max-factor decomposition may be considered to represent the correlation structure of the individual loss indicators.
3 Calibration of max-factor models
General setup
Assume that a portfolio of risks has been observed for n calendar years. Define the indicator variables Y r,j,i , r ∈ {1, . . . , k}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, i ∈ {1, . . . , m r,j }, where Y r,j,i = 1 corresponds to the occurrence of losses for individual i in category r during calendar year j, while m r,j denotes the number of risks in category r and calendar year j. In the credit risk data that we will study in Section 5, the categories will correspond to the rating classes.
For fixed r and j, the number of risks producing losses is
We assume that, within a category r, individual risks are exchangeable. More specifically, let Q j = (Q 1,j , . . . , Q k,j ) be the conditional loss probabilities for calendar year j. Assume that Q 1 , . . . , Q n are independent and identically distributed. Given Q j , the random variables Y r,j,i are independent Bernoulli random variables with respective means Q r,j , so that the conditional distribution of M r,j is given by
Conditionally on Q j , the numbers M 1,j , . . . , M k,j of risks producing losses are independent and binomially distributed.
Quantities of interest
We are interested in the estimation of the following quantities:
Marginal loss probabilities. The probability that risk i in category r produces a loss during year j is given by
Joint loss probabilities. The probability that two different risks i 1 and i 2 in the same or different categories r and s produce losses during the same year j is given by
Intra-class higher-order loss probabilities. The probability that ≥ 1 risks within the same category r produce losses during the same year j is equal to
Clearly, π
(1) r = π r and π
Inter-class higher-order joint loss probabilities. The probability that 1 ≥ 1 risks in category r and 2 ≥ 1 risks in category s, where r = s, produce losses during the same year j is given by
(1,1) rs = π rs .
The higher-order (joint) loss probabilities are not of primary interest; they will appear in Section 4 where we will define nonparametric estimators for π r and π rs . Dependence measures are easily expressed in terms of the probabilities defined above. For instance, the relative risk measure, or risk ratio, used in Valdez (2013) in motor insurance, can be written as
Borrowed from medical studies, this quantity measures the tendency of one risk to induce another risk to produce losses. As pointed out in Valdez (2013) , the linear correlation coefficient is less suitable as a measure of association between binary random variables. For more details, see e.g. Denuit and Lambert (2005) .
Factor models
We assume a parametric model for the conditional default probabilities Q j by setting Q r,j = Q r (Ψ j ; θ), where Ψ j = (Ψ 1,j , . . . , Ψ p,j ) with p < m r,j for j ∈ {1, . . . , n} are independent and identically distributed latent factors with some known distribution, θ is the parameter vector, and Q r (· ; θ) are functions from R p to [0, 1] . To simplify the notation, we will usually omit the dependence on θ.
Formally, for fixed r and j, given p-dimensional vectors Ψ j with p < m r,j , Y r,j follows a Bernoulli mixture model with factor vector Ψ j if there exist functions Q r :
Dependence between loss indicators is essentially dependence of conditional loss probabilities on a set of factors.
As described in Section 2, our focus is on a Gumbel max-factor model. For comparison, we consider factor models based on the normal distribution and a Gumbel one-factor model as well.
Model (1a)
The one-factor Probit-Normal specification assumes that for every year j
where Φ denotes the standard Normal distribution function and Ψ 1 , . . . , Ψ k are independent with common distribution function Φ for j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The model parameters are θ = (µ 1 , . . . , µ k , σ 1 , . . . , σ k ). This classical model has been applied in Frey and McNeil (2003) to the same dataset appearing in Section 5.
Model (2a)
A direct extension of model (1a) is
where the k+1 components Ψ 0,j , Ψ 1,j , . . . , Ψ k,j of Ψ j are independent with common distribution function Φ. The model parameters are
If τ r → 0 for every r, we retrieve model (1a).
Model (1b) The Gumbel one-factor can be defined as
where the factors Ψ 1 , . . . , Ψ k are independent random variables with common distribution function F Ψ (x) = exp (− exp(−x)). The vector of model parameters is
Model (2b) For the Gumbel max-factor model, we take
where Ψ 0,j , Ψ 1,j , . . . , Ψ k,j are independent with common distribution function F Ψ . The model parameters are θ = (ν 1 , . . . , ν k , µ 1 , . . . , µ k , σ 1 , . . . , σ k ). If ν r → −∞ for every r, then we are back at model (1b).
Models (1a)-(1b) involve a single factor but differ in the right tails of the conditional loss probabilities Q r (Ψ j ): the probability that these conditional probabilities exceed high thresholds is typically larger under the Gumbel specification compared to the Gaussian one. Considering models (2a)-(2b), a global effect Ψ 0,j is now combined with category-specific effects Ψ r,j . This gives more flexibility as conditional loss probabilities now become dependent, sharing the common random effect Ψ 0,j . It is worth mentioning that the interpretation of the parameters is different under models (2a) and (2b). In model (2a), the coefficients τ r and σ r multiplying the random effects measure the sensitivity of the individual risks in category r to Ψ r,j and Ψ 0,j , respectively, whereas these sensitivities are measured by the additive parameters ν r and µ r in model (2b). As described in Section 3.2, we focus on the marginal loss probabilities π r and the joint loss probabilities π rs . If F Ψ is the distribution function of a generic risk factor Ψ, then these loss probabilities are obtained directly from (3.1) and (3.2) by
3)
Likelihood
Let F Ψ denote again the distribution function of a generic risk factor Ψ. For category r and year j, the unconditional distribution of the number of risks producing losses is given by
We write M j = (M 1,j , . . . , M k,j ) and j = ( 1,j , . . . , k,j ) for j = 1, . . . , n. Notice that since the loss indicators are independent given the vectors Ψ j , we can write
For every year we have expression (3.5) and the log-likelihood takes the form
where
For the one-factor models (1a) and (1b), we find it convenient to make the substitution q = F Ψ (ψ j ) and to evaluate I j as
For models (2a) and (2b), we can make the substitutions q l = F Ψ (ψ j,l ) for l ∈ {0, . . . , k} since ψ j = (ψ j,0 , . . . , ψ j,k ). Then, we can write the likelihood as
Each likelihood term involves high-dimensional numerical integration over a complicated function. Especially for model (2b), when the integrand is a product of maxima, a nondifferentiable function, this is a computational burden. Fortunately, we can simplify the likelihood to a sum of lower-dimensional integrals over smoother functions thanks to the following result.
Lemma 3.1. Define I j and f r,j for r = 1, . . . , k and j = 1, . . . , n as in (3.6) and (3.7), where Q r is the function corresponding to the Gumbel max-factor model, Model (2b). Define
Let R = {1, . . . , k} and let P(R) denote the power set of R. Then
The proof of this result is provided in Appendix A. The parameter vector θ is estimated by maximizing the log-likelihood L n (θ). After estimating θ, the implied marginal and joint loss probabilities, (3.1) and (3.2), are obtained by plugging in the estimator of θ in expressions (3.3) and (3.4), yielding π r and π rs , respectively.
Nonparametric estimation
Nonparametric estimators can be useful as a benchmark for model-based estimators, especially in the case of model uncertainty. Usually, the nonparametric estimators presented in Section 4.1 are used, see for example Frey and McNeil (2003) . However, since the numbers m r,j may vary strongly over the years, more accurate nonparametric estimators are obtained by assigning more weight to those years for which there is more information (Section 4.2).
Preliminary estimators
Define the observed proportions of risks producing losses as Q r,j = M r,j /m r,j , for r ∈ {1, . . . , k}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
For r = s, define the estimators
for 1 < m r,j and 2 < m s,j . To see that (4.1) and (4.2) are unbiased estimators, recall that if the random variable M is binomially distributed with n trials and success probability p, then we have for ∈ {1, . . . , n} that
Conditionally on Q j , the random variable M r,j follows the binomial distribution with m r,j trials and success probability Q r,j . Hence, for < m r,j ,
and similarly, E[ π
Weighted estimators
For the marginal loss probabilities π r , consider estimators of the form
w r,j Q r,j , r ∈ {1, . . . , k}, where Q r,1 , . . . , Q r,n have a common expectation E[ Q r,j ] = π r and possibly different variances Var[ Q r,j ] = σ 2 r,j , and where the weight vector w r = (w r,1 , . . . , w r,n ) has nonnegative entries. We seek optimal weights, in the sense that we minimize the mean squared error of π r (w r ) as a function of w r , leading to weights w r,1,opt , . . . , w r,n,opt . The same recipe can be followed for the joint loss probabilities π rr and π rs .
Theorem 4.1. The estimators (π r,opt , π rr,opt , π rs,opt ) for r, s, ∈ {1, . . . , k} and r = s that minimize the mean squared error of ( π r (w r ), π rr (w r ), π rs (w r )) are
r + (m r,j − 2)(m r,j − 3)π The proof of this result is provided in Appendix A. As the quantities σ r,j , σ rr,j , and σ rs,j depend on the unknown quantities π ( 1 , 2 ) rs be defined as in (4.1) and (4.2). The estimators ( π r,opt , π rr,opt , π rs,opt ) of (π r , π rr , π rs ) for r, s, ∈ {1, . . . , k} and r = s are defined as A simulation study illustrating the performance of these estimators is provided in Appendix B. We found that the relative root mean squared error (RRMSE) of the estimators of π r and π rs is significantly lower for the weighted estimators than for the preliminary estimators. Moreover, the weighted nonparametric estimators have low RRMSE in comparison with the maximum likelihood estimators of Section 3.4, especially when the parametric model is misspecified, that is, when we maximize the likelihood of the parameters of a factor model that is different from the true underlying model.
Application to credit risk

Credit risk data
We study one-year default rates for groups of obligors formed into static pools (cohorts). The default rates are taken from Table 13 in Standard and Poor's (2001) , where the period of study is 1981-2000. The total data comprises around 9200 obligors rated as of January 1st, 1981, or first rated between that date and December 31st, 1999. A company is considered defaulted on the date when it is unable to fulfill a payment or any other financial obligation for the first time. Companies are given credit ratings ranging from AAA to CCC. We consider here the ratings BB, B, and CCC which form the group "speculative grade". The starting year, 1981, does not include companies that defaulted in that year. Since it contains zero defaults by construction, we removed that year from our study.
Few obligors default early in their rating history. If default rates are obtained by dividing the number of defaults by all outstanding ratings, then consequently the default rates will be comparatively low during periods of high rating activity. To avoid any misleading results, the data is presented for cohorts called static pools. A static pool is formed on the first day of each year, and includes all companies in the study. The pools are called static because their membership remains constant over time. The obligors are followed from year to year within each pool. The ratings of the first and last days of each year are compared. Companies that default (D) or whose ratings have been withdrawn (N.R., not rated) are excluded from subsequent pools. For instance, we start with all companies that had outstanding nondefaulted ratings on January 1st, 1981. The 1982 static pool consisted of all companies that survived 1981 plus all companies that were first rated in 1981. In the scope of our time period, 9169 first-time rated organizations were added to the static pools, 746 companies defaulted and 3118 companies were excluded due to a N.R. rating. A company usually obtains a N.R. rating due to paid-off debt, a result of mergers and acquisitions, or a lack of cooperation with the rating agency. Figure 5 .1 shows the total number of firms per rating class, the number of defaulted firms per rating class and the proportion of defaults per rating class. 
Nonparametric estimation
Parametric factor models
We estimated the parameters of the parametric factor models (1a), (2a), (1b), and (2b). Table 5 .2 shows the AIC and BIC for these models. Note that the numbers of parameters for models (2a) and (2b) is reduced:
• for model (2a), we find τ B → 0, i.e. class B does not require a specific random effect and is influenced by the global effect, only;
• for model (2b), we find ν B , ν CCC → −∞, i.e. classes B and CCC do not require specific random effects and are influenced by the global effect, only.
In terms of both AIC and BIC, the one-factor models (1a) and (1b) perform better than a multi-factor Normal model (model 2a). However, the Gumbel max-factor model (2b) appears to be the best alternative. Between models (1b) and (2b) we can also perform a likelihood ratio test, since model (1b) is a submodel of model (2b) with ν BB → −∞. The value of the likelihood ratio test statistic is equal to 2.76. The hypothesis for ν BB = −∞ concerns a value at the boundary of the parameter space. The asymptotic null distribution of the likelihood ratio test statistic 2 log(L n ) is a mixture of two chi-squared distributions; see Self and Liang (1987) . We reject the null hypothesis of the one-factor model at a significance level of α = 0.05, corresponding to a critical value of 1.92. Table 5 .3 shows estimates and standard errors for the parameters of model (2b), together with implied estimates of the marginal default probabilites π r and the joint default probabilities π rs , obtained using expressions (3.3) and (3.4). Both π r and π rs match the nonparametric ones reasonably well.
A visual test is presented in the form of prediction intervals for the numbers of defaults, M r,j . We simulate 5000 realizations of Q BB , Q B , Q CCC , accounting for the correlation structure, i.e., we simulate 5000 realizations of model (2b) using the parameter values that we obtained for the corresponding model. Using Q BB , Q B , Q CCC we simulate 5000 realizations of M r,j , where m r,j is given by the credit risk data. Finally, we calculate the prediction intervals, obtained by isolating the 4500 central realizations. The results are presented in Figure 5 .2. The observed number of defaults generally stays within the prediction intervals; departures are in line with the 90% confidence level. These intervals provide the risk manager with useful ranges for the number of defaults.
It is also interesting to compare the distribution function of the conditional default probabilities Q r (Ψ) for models (1a)-(1b) to models (2a)-(2b). Figure 5 .3 shows the survival functions of Q r (Ψ) for r ∈ {BB, B, CCC}. The fatness of the right tail of Q r (Ψ) greatly distinguishes the Gumbel models from the Normal ones, even if all distribution functions agree to a large extent around the mean value. The impact of replacing the traditional normally distributed latent factor with a Gumbel one is clearly visible for high quantiles. 
Discussion
In this paper, we have proposed max-factor models to account for dependencies between individual loss occurrence indicators. Compared to the more traditional approach where the correlation is induced by linear combinations of random effects, the max-factor specification prohibits diversification or compensation between hidden factors as only the largest effect controls individual risk levels. The max-factor specification appears to be particularly appealing to model the occurrence of shocks affecting policies in the portfolio, as well as the effect of common economic conditions. Compared to previous literature, these shocks increase the conditional loss probability without systematically inducing losses on all the contracts. This new model produces a good fit on the Standard and Poor's (2001) credit risk data set. Besides classical goodness-of-fit measures based on the log-likelihood (such as AIC and BIC), we have also proposed novel nonparametric estimators, minimizing the mean squared error, that can be used as a benchmark to evaluate the relative merits of the different models.
The max-factor decomposition may also be interesting for credibility models decomposing the individual unobservable risk proneness in a hierarchical way. Again, this approach is desirable in situations where no compensation is possible between the random effects associated to the different levels but the worst case drives the individual risk proneness. We leave this topic for a future investigation. 
where the second step follows from equation (4.3).
We are now ready to proceed to the proof of the announced result. 
by Lemma A.1 (item 3) and where the weight vector w r = (w r,1 , . . . , w r,n ) has nonnegative entries. We wish to minimize the mean squared error (MSE) of π r (w r ) as a function of w r ,
h r,j (q r ; ν r )dq r dq k+1 dq 0 .
For the last step, note that if I ∈ P(R k+1 ), then either I ∈ P(R k ) so that {R k+1 \ I} = {R k \ I} ∪ {k + 1} and we get the first term on the penultimate line, or I / ∈ P(R k ) and we get the second term on the penultimate line.
B Simulation study
In Section 3.4, the parameter vector θ of a factor model is estimated using maximum likelihood estimation, after which the implied marginal and joint default probabilities π r and π rs are obtained by plugging in the estimate of θ in expressions (3.3) and (3.4). In Section 4, two nonparametric estimators of π r and π rs are introduced. Suppose that the conditional default probabilities Q r,j are generated from one of the multi-factor models in Section 3.3, i.e., model (2a) or (2b). We wish to answer the following questions.
• Do the weighted nonparametric estimators (Section 4.2) of (π r , π rs ) perform better than the unweighted nonparametric estimators (Section 4.1)?
• Does nonparametric estimation lead to better or worse estimates of (π r , π rs ) than via maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters of the true model?
• Does maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters of a one-factor submodel provide us with worse estimates of (π r , π rs ) than maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters of the true model?
• Does maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters of another multi-factor model lead to worse estimators of (π r , π rs ) than maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters of the true model, or is the estimation quality of the (joint) default probabilities independent of the underlying data-generating process?
Gumbel
Normal r = 1 r = 2 r = 1 r = 2 More specifically, we proceed as follows. The number of risks, m r,j , in risk category r ∈ {1, . . . , k} and time period j ∈ {1, . . . , n} is generated randomly using a beta-binomial model, for k = 2 and n = 19. The conditional default probabilities Q r,j are then generated using models (2a) and (2b), where the parameter values are chosen in such a way that π r and π rs very roughly resemble the default probabilities of the S&P rating classes B and CCC; see Table B .1. The quantities π r and π rs are then estimated by the two nonparametric estimators and by maximizing the likelihood under the assumption of one of the parametric models (1a), (2a), (1b), and (2b). We repeat this 1000 times and we compare the results using the relative root mean squared error (RRMSE), i.e., the root mean squared error divided by the true parameter value. Note that if the weighted nonparametric estimator leads to a negative value of σ r,j or σ rr,j , we use the unweighted nonparametric estimator; see Remark A.2. This happens less than 1% of the time.
The results are presented in Tables B.2 and B.3. Table B .2 shows the RRMSE of the estimators of the marginal default probabilities, π r . The methods are compared in terms of the decrease, ∆, of RRMSE in percent with respect to the best method. Consequently, the best method has ∆ = 0. When calculating ∆, we take the sum of the values of the two categories. In terms of RRMSE, the weighted nonparametric estimator performs slightly better than the non-weighted one. Maximum likelihood estimation beats nonparametric estimation when the data are generated from model (2b), but it is the other way around when data are generated from model (2a). Misspecification of the model, for example, estimating the parameters of model (2a) although data are generated from model (2b), has no negative effect when data are generated from model (2b). Table B .3 shows the RRMSE of the estimators of the joint default probabilities π rs . Again, the weighted nonparametric estimator performs much better than the non-weighted estimator. Model misspecification has again less effect when data are generated from model (2b) than when data are generated from model (2a). Compared with the results in Table B .2, for the joint default probabilities we see a larger increase in RRMSE if we estimated the parameters of a one-factor submodel instead of a multi-factor model.
A final thing worth noticing is that when estimating the parameters of models based on the normal distribution we obtain better estimators of low default probabilities (here r = 1) Table B .2: Relative root mean squared error (RRMSE) of estimators of π r for data generated from a Gumbel max-factor model (left) and a Normal sum-factor model (right) with parameter values as in Table B .1. The methods are compared using ∆, the increase of RRMSE in percent with respect to the best method, which has ∆ = 0.
than when using models based on the Gumbel distribution. For higher default probabilities (here r = 2), the quality of estimation differs less. The higher RRMSEs for the joint default probabilities based on the parameters of the Gumbel models are entirely caused by a rather high bias; while all estimators stemming from the Gumbel models exhibit (high) positive bias, the estimators stemming from the normal models are all negatively biased. Thus, although using factor models based on the normal distribution leads to estimators with lower RRMSE, it is an important drawback of models (1a) and (2a) that they are underestimating the true default probabilities.
